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Star Wars
With the release of yet another Star Wars film [2008], we have felt the need to
provide parents, families, and individuals with some research covering the
dangers of Star Wars … as well as what is really behind these books and films.
We hope this article is both informative and helpful. It is so important to know
what the “roots” of the various things we get involved with are. As Y’shua
[Jesus] said …
Matthew 7:17-20 “17 Even so, every healthy (sound) tree bears good fruit
[worthy of admiration], but the sickly (decaying, worthless) tree bears bad
(worthless) fruit. 18 A good (healthy) tree cannot bear bad (worthless) fruit, nor
can a bad (diseased) tree bear excellent fruit [worthy of admiration]. 19 Every
tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and cast into the fire. 20
Therefore, you will fully know them by their fruits.”

Introduction ...
Star Wars is an epic space saga written and directed by George Lucas. 20th
Century Fox released the first film in 1977, which quickly became a worldwide
pop culture phenomenon, spawning two immediate sequels, released at threeyear intervals. Sixteen years after the release of the trilogy’s final film, the first
in a new prequel trilogy of films was released. Once again the films were
released at three-year intervals, with the final film released in 2005.

Star Wars Saga And Release Dates ...
•
•
•

May 25, 1977
o Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope
May 21, 1980
o Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back
May 25, 1983
o Star Wars Episode VI: Return Of The Jedi
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•
•
•
•

May 19, 1999
o Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace
May 16, 2002
o Star Wars Episode II: Attack Of The Clones
May 19, 2005
o Star Wars Episode III: Revenge Of The Sith
August 15, 2008
o Star Wars: The Clone Wars

As of 2008, the overall box office revenue generated by the six Star Wars films
has totaled approximately $4.3 billion, making it the third-highest-grossing film
series.
The Star Wars film series has spawned a whole media explosion, including
books, television series, video games, and comic books. These supplements to
the film trilogies make up what is now called the Star Wars Expanded Universe.
In 2008, Star Wars: The Clone Wars was released both as the franchises’ first
animated film, and first film outside the main trilogies.
5

Setting ...
The events depicted in the Star Wars saga take place in a fictional galaxy first
called the Galactic Republic, and later the Galactic Empire. Throughout the
films, species of alien creatures [often humanoid] and robotic droids are
commonplace. Most of the main characters include those belonging either to
the Jedi or Sith.

The Force ...
The “Force” is one of the most prominent elements in Star Wars. The Force is
an omnipresent form of energy that can be released by those with that ability. It
is defined as “an energy field created by all living things [that] surrounds us,
penetrates us, [and] binds the galaxy together”. The Force enables its users to
perform a variety of supernatural feast such as telekinesis, clairvoyance,
precognition, and mind control. It can also amplify certain physical traits such
as speed and reflexes. These abilities can very from user to user, and can be
improved with training. In the films, the Force is mainly used for good …
although it has a dark side that when pursued, imbues the user with hatred,
aggression, violence, and malevolence.
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Jedi vs. Sith ...
The basic plot of the entire Star Wars saga is one of good verses evil, Jedi
verses Sith. The Jedi are an order of warrior monks [or knights] who serve as
“the guardians of peace and justice in the galaxy” and use the mystical Force for
good. The Jedi have various orders, starting with a Jedi Youngling who is
learning to control the Force, to a Jedi Master who has mastered his craft, to
finally a Jedi Council Member [the character Yoda is an example of both a Jedi
Master and Council Member]. The Sith are like bad “Jedi’s”, using the Force for
evil and the take-over of the galaxy. One of the main weapons used by both the
Jedi’s and Sith’s is the lightsaber, made up of a metal hilt and blade of energy
[the Jedi used blue or green lightsabers; the Sith using red or purple].

Star Wars Philosophy ...
According to Dale Pollock – the biographer of George Lucas, creator and
director of Star Wars – Lucas was heavily influenced by seminal New Age
books such as Tales of Power by Carlos Castaneda and The Hero with a
Thousand Faces by Joseph Campbell, who also wrote The Power of Myth.
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This means like many postmodern Americans, Lucas believes that all the
religions of the world are really the same religion. This ideology is paving the
way for the one world religion of the anti-christ system.

As described throughout the films, the central theme of Star Wars is the fight
between good and evil, with the evil side trying to takeover the entire galaxy.
The agenda was a take over of the world by an evil power. The same scenario
as the New World Order!
It is obvious from the Star Wars films that director, George Lucas, is not only
making films … but is on a spiritual quest which was influenced by the books
of mythologist Joseph Campbell.
Campbell’s philosophy is often summarized by his phrase “follow your bliss”,
and whom Lucas greatly admired.
Joseph Campbell was raised a Catholic, but after a meeting with the guru Jiddu
Krishnamurti, spent a life long interest in Hindu and Indian thought.
Since Lucas, many other Americans and other nations through the New Age
have embarked on the same quest. His films perhaps tell us something about
where our culture is headed.
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Star Wars is essentially a New Age theology. There is no personal God – only a
mysterious Force.
All throughout the Star Wars movies there is a subtle word play on the titles of
the characters with the occult.
For example droids – Druids, the occult
priesthood of the Celts, and Tatooine [a world in Star Wars] – tattoo.

By his own admission in an interview with Bill Moyer – an American journalist
and public commentator, former White House Press Secretary under Lyndon B.
Johnson – Lucas says:
“I put the Force into the movie to try to awaken a certain kind of
spirituality in young people – more a belief in god than a belief in a
religious system.”
The real question to be asked is … which god?
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Lucas goes on to say:
“I wanted to make it so that young people would begin to ask
questions about the mystery. Not having enough interest in the
mysteries of life to ask the question ‘Is there a God or is there not
a God?’ That for me is the worst thing that can happen.”
“I think that you should have an opinion about that. Or you should
be saying, ‘I am looking. I am very curious about this and I am
going to continue to look until I find an answer and if I can’t find an
answer, then I will die trying’. I think it’s important to have a belief
system and to have faith.”
He continues:
“Religion is basically a container for faith; faith in our culture and
our world and on a larger issue, the mystical level – which is God,
what one might describe as the supernatural or the things that we
can’t explain. It is a very important part of what allows us to
remain stable, remain balanced.”
When asked if he [Lucas] believes that there is a God, he replied:
“I think that there is a God, no question. What God is or what we
know about God I am not sure. The one thing that I know about
life and the human race is that we have always tried to construct
some kind of context for the unknown.
Even the cavemen
understood on a scale of about one. Now we have made it up to
about five. The only thing that most people don’t realize is that the
scale goes up to one million.”
When asked about the ethics of the Bible, the Fall, wandering away from
redemption and returning, and that the Bible no longer occupies a central place
in our culture today, Lucas replied:
“Well, I hope that it doesn’t end up being the course this whole
thing takes, because I think there is a definite place for organized
religion. I would hate to find ourselves in a completely secular
world where entertainment was passing for some kind or religious
experience.”
When asked if the Force was related to the Eastern views of god, particularly
Buddhism, as being like a vast reservoir of energy that is the ground of all of our
being, Lucas responded with:
“I guess it’s more specific in Buddhism, but it is a notion that has
been around before that. When I wrote the first Star Wars, I had
to come up with a whole cosmology … what do people believe
in?”
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“I had to do something that was relevant, something that imitated
a belief system that has been around for thousands of years that
most people on the planet, one way or another, had some sort of
connection to.”
“I didn’t want to invent a religion. I wanted to try to explain in a
different way the religions that have already existed. I wanted to
express it all. I’m telling an old myth in a new way.”
“Each society takes that myth and retells it in a different way,
which relates to the particular environment they live in. The motif
is the same; it’s just that it gets localized.”
“As it turns out I am localizing it for the planet. I guess I am
localizing it for the end of the millennium 1 more than I am for
any particular place.”
George Lucas quotes the psychologist Jonathan Young, saying:
“I am trusting my ‘inner voice’ or to use more traditional language:
‘I’m trusting the Holy Spirit as we do in Christian tradition –
somehow we are acknowledging that we are not alone in the
universe.”

1

Is this really the End-Time agenda of a one world religion?
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“It is this that Ben Kenobi urges upon Luke Skywalker when he
says, ‘Trust your feelings’.”
“Ultimately, The Force is the larger mysteries of the universe
and to trust your feelings is the way into that.
“That is why I would hesitate to call The Force God. It’s
designed primarily to make young people think about the
mystery.”
“What eventual manifestation that takes place in terms of how they
describe their God, what form their faith takes is not the point of
the movie.”
When the film came out, almost every single religion took Star
Wars and used is as an example of their religion; they were
able to relate it to stories in the Bible as well as the Koran and
in the Torah. I am dealing with core issues that were valid 3,
000 years ago and are still valid today.”
Wendy Doniger, who is a scholar of mythology at the University of Chicago,
says that myths are important because they remind us that our lives are real
and our lives are not real. We have these bodies, which we can touch, but we
have within us this omnipotent magical world of thought.
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The story of Star Wars is how young Anakin Skywalker became evil and was
redeemed by his son. It is also about the transformation of how his son came to
find his “call” and ultimately realize what it was. It is at this moment that Luke
throws down his sword and says: “I am not going to fight this”. He makes a
conscious, rational decision at the cost of his own life, because it is the only way
to redeem his father. This is the “leap of faith”.
“That is what that use of The Force is … a leap of faith. There
are mysteries and powers larger than we are, you have to trust
your feelings in order to access them.”
Lucas goes on to say:
“Buddha was tempted in the same way Christ was by Satan; gods
are constantly tempting. The idea of temptation is one of those
things that we struggle against; obviously temptation is to go over
to the dark side.”
“This is one of the themes of the movies, the Sith Lords embrace
the dark side; they are greedy, self-centered and want to take
over, so they kill each other.”
“Eventually there was only one left, and that one took on an
apprentice. That master trained the apprentice, who would teach
another apprentice before he died and so on and so on. There
could never be two of them as one would kill the other, which was
exactly what Darth Vader was trying to do, and that is exactly what
the Emperor was trying to do, each trying to get rid of the other.”
“This is the antithesis of a symbiotic relationship in which if you do
that, you become a cancer and you eventually kill the host and
everything dies.”2
George Lucas says that there is no religious agenda behind the movies … but
his own words betray him.
He does not believe in Yahweh, the God of the Bible, but the “gods” of many
religions … that any way and any faith is the way to God. He does not believe
that the Bible is the inspired Word of God through the True Holy Spirit.
Rather he believes that we should trust our own feelings and our own “inner
voice”. This is actually called channeling, the same process that has been used
in the occult for generations!

2 Ask

the question, why is the TV program “The Apprentice” suddenly such a hit on
both sides of the Atlantic?
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Lucas’s philosophies are based on Eastern religions, in particular Buddhism
myth and the false supernatural and powers of occult magic.
In Star Wars theology emotions are more important than reasons, the way to
win life’s battles is through meditation and contact with other “beings” of a
higher power.
Good will not triumph in the end, for good and evil are equal, poised in an
eternal tension. There is a dark side and a light side but there is always
balance in the Force.
These are all major tenets of New Age thought, which does not accept God,
reason, heaven or any Biblical truth.
Lucas explains the theology of this universe he has created like this:
“I remember when I was ten years old, I asked my mother if there
is only one God, why are there so many religions? I’ve been
pondering this question ever since, and the conclusion I’ve come
to is that all religions are true.”
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Below is a quote from a Christian article written to warn about Star Wars:
From a Christian perspective especially in the early movies, it may
seem that there is no profanity or nudity and the violence which
was limited to the destruction of robots, on the surface looks like
innocent escapism and just good, clean fun.
The difficulty for Christians is that the supernatural answer to the
problem of evil provided in Star Wars is much more compatible
with New Age thought than with the teachings of the New
Testament of the Bible.
The very spiritual influence of the Force is the focal point of these
films, described as an “energy field, which surrounds us,
penetrates us, and binds the galaxy together.”
The Force allows users to perform a variety of supernatural feats
such as telekinesis, clairvoyance, and precognition and mind
control, all of which are condemned in the Bible.
Telekinesis, clairvoyance, precognition and mind control are all
forms of witchcraft, the former enables a person to move objects
at a distance. This was first pioneered by a Russian medium, a
“researcher”, called Alexander N. Aksakof in 1890, which he
called, “remote mental or physical influencing, or directed
consciousness”.
The movement of objects was originally thought to be caused by ghosts of
deceased persons, spirits, angels and demons. This activity was linked to
séances.
Over time the term became sanitized and shifted into the parlance of the Parapsychological community, making movies and the media.
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Mind control – also called brain washing, coercive persuasion, and thought
reform – was first used by the German Jesuit hypnotist Franz Anton Mesmer in
the 18th century from whose name we get the verb, “to mesmerize”. He called it
magnetism animal, animal magnetism.

More disturbing is the abnormal allegiance [a form of mesmerism] that these
movies have produced in people that would cause them to watch a single movie
over and over again, and develop them and the characters into a cult status.
Some people, according to numerous testimonies, have come to believe in and
rely on the Force in their personal lives, to guide them in their daily lives. Thus
this “Force” takes on the character and ability of the true Holy Spirit sent by God
… it is the counterfeit!
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Even in the earlier episodes, the pantheistic elements are obvious.
For
supernatural strength, Luke Skywalker does not pray to a personal God
[monotheism], but instead he uses the Force.
This Force is everywhere and in everything, which is Pantheism.
This Force is identical to the Kundalini power of New Age and Eastern religions,
with a dark side and a light side. The philosophy of Hinduism teaches that there
is no such thing as a sinner.
So when children come out of the movie theatre and believe “the Force is with
them” – the term used in Star Wars over and over again – they believe that they
can play with it, utilize it, and harness its black and white powers even in fun.
However, they are in fact dealing with the occult. It is a belief system based on
anti-christ theology, and undermines the Truth of the Bible.
In the movies, the Jedi warrior knights are a council of twelve, who meet in
the Jedi temple, described as a colossal pyramid with multiple spires. The
council is called a “theological and philosophical” order.

Jedi Temple

In the temple the order engages in contemplation, study, tutoring, and
awakening the Force. The Jedi use the Force for good [white], but the Force
has a dark side. This reflects the black and white dualism of Taoism, as in the
Ying Yang symbol.
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The dark side is considered strictly the domain of the evil Sith, used in an
attempt to take over the galaxy. These dark and light sides exist inside the life
form, which uses it, made from emotions.
The Jedi philosophy teaches:
•

There is no emotion,
o There is peace.

•

There is no ignorance,
o There is knowledge.

•

There is no passion,
o There is serenity.

•

There is no chaos,
o There is harmony.

•

There is no death,
o There is the Force.

This Force enables the Jedi to recharge the power cells of their light sabers and
to deflect incoming blaster bolts of their enemies.
Their sole aim is to keep the Force in balance by destroying the evil Sith which
they view as “corruption”, which involves the purging of all negative emotions
such as aggression, anger and hatred, seeing their mission as “live for the
moment”.
The Jedi Code:
“Peace is a lie, there is only passion, through passion I gain
strength, through strength I gain power, through power I gain
victory, through victory my chains are broken.”
In fact, in old Tantric Yoga this “raising the Force” was a term used for the
raising of Shakti power, also called Kundalini.
Tantric Yoga is based on sex!
The latest craze among 12-14 year olds in America is a life sized 2.1 meter doll
based on the character called “Jar Jar Blinks”. It looks like a soothing voiced
lizard-like “demon” with a forked tongue, and is seen in George Lucas’s latest
movie. This satanic doll has four openings, three extrusions, and seems to be
with such subliminal sexual innuendo that it would appear to have been
designed specifically for masturbation!
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In Episode V, Yoda tutors Luke Skywalker in self-realization, in order to draw
upon the power of the Force in preparation for battle against the evil Galactic
Empire.

This is Eastern mysticism and it is apparent the Force is not God, and not
Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah, but instead an energy field said to be latent within
everyone which can be harnessed through mediation to release full human
potential, the “godman”.
This is New Age Kundalini, but in actuality, it is the full blown power of divination
and witchcraft.
Bumper stickers have appeared that claim “Jesus is The Force”, but this is not
the true Jesus Christ of Nazareth of the Bible … it is the New Age master
“Jesus”, the false Christ.
The Force is neither the Father, the Son, nor the Holy Spirit. It is the spirit of the
anti-christ and occult power. Y’shua the Messiah is The Word of God Who has
existed throughout eternity. Whereas the Force is spoken of as being “created
of all living things”.
Y’shua was not created.
physical universe in fact.

He is the Creator of all living things … the entire
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John 1:1-5 “1 IN THE beginning [before all time] was the Word (Christ), and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God Himself. 2 He was present originally with God. 3
All things were made and came into existence through Him; and without Him was not
even one thing made that has come into being. 4 In Him was Life, and the Life was the
Light of men. 5 And the Light shines on in the darkness, for the darkness has never
overpowered it [put it out or absorbed it or appropriated it, and is unreceptive to it].”

There is no dark side to Yahweh and Y’shua.
2 Corinthians 6:14 “14 Do not be unequally yoked with unbelievers [do not make
mismated alliances with them or come under a different yoke with them, inconsistent
with your faith]. For what partnership have right living and right standing with God
with iniquity and lawlessness? Or how can light have fellowship with darkness?”

For Christians to claim that the Force has anything to do with Y’shua is a
dangerous step towards the synthesizing of paganism with Christianity. The
Force is nothing other than the Eastern religious concept of a universal life force
that is alleged to reside within all things, life force which is at once god and
creature, hence it has to be worshipped on the one hand and kept under control
on the other.
This philosophy is in perfect accord with Paul, who wrote:
Romans 1:22-23 “22 Claiming to be wise, they became fools [professing to be smart,
they made simpletons of themselves]. 23 And by them the glory and majesty and
excellence of the immortal God were exchanged for and represented by images,
resembling mortal man and birds and beasts and reptiles.”

This could describe the very imagery of aliens and hybrid monsters portrayed in
Star Wars.
Within the Force lies the root of satanic deception. The ugly head of humanism,
the nemesis of God and the philosophy behind almost all false religions, subtly
impresses on people’s minds that they are the source of God, that they are the
source of God’s power, they and in fact are gods themselves.
Eastern mysticism has captured filmdom’s elite through Yoga, Transcendental
Meditation, EST, Ekanar the “I Am of Elizabeth Clare” prophet, the occult
teachings of Aleister Crowley, alien theology and other psycho-spiritual
exercises that are being propagated through Star Wars, and so forth.
This pagan philosophy is spectacular and entertaining … but the danger lies in
the cementing of minds with the popular notion that there is no need for
atonement or repentance for sin in order to come into a relationship with God.
All they need to do is plug into the Force and harness its power.
These movies are in fact demonic mind control in the guise of “fun”
entertainment.
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The evil Darth Vader, began life as Anakin Skywalker, a young slave from
Tatooine, who seduced by the dark side of the Force became the fallen Jedi
known as the Sith Lord Darth Vader. This story line reflects the false Christ
[“Saviour”] themes of the movies.
Anakin’s son, Luke Skywalker, became heir to a family, deeply powerful in the
Force. This is inherited witchcraft.
The name “Darth Vader” actually means dark father.

Anakin Skywalker [later Dark Vader] is said to be the “Chosen One” who is born
of a virgin, who became pregnant with the Force prodigy [Anakin], whose
coming was predicted in hundreds of old prophecies and legends, handed down
for centuries as part of Jedi lore.

Baal … The Dark Lord Of Death
One of the epithets of Baal was the “Dark Lord”. Baal means “master, owner, or
Lord”, and is known by the name of the dark god Moloch to whom the ancients
sacrificed their first-born children. They voluntarily gave them into the arms of
his red-hot idol to be burnt alive in the most horrific death.
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Moloch comes from the root Melek [also Mlk] meaning ‘”king”. This was called,
“passing the children through the fire”, meaning “to Moloch”, which was
forbidden in the Bible.
Leviticus 18:21 “21 You shall not give any of your children to pass through the fire
and sacrifice them to Molech [the fire god], nor shall you profane the name of your
God [by giving it to false gods]. I am the Lord.”
Leviticus 20:2-5 “2 Moreover, you shall say to the Israelites, Any one of the Israelites or
of the strangers that sojourn in Israel who gives any of his children to Molech [the
fire god worshiped with human sacrifices] shall surely be put to death; the people of
the land shall stone him with stones. 3 I also will set My face against that man [opposing
him, withdrawing My protection from him, and excluding him from My covenant] and will
cut him off from among his people, because he has given of his children to Molech,
defiling My sanctuary and profaning My holy name. 4 And if the people of the land do at
all hide their eyes from the man when he gives one of his children [as a burnt offering]
to Molech [the fire god] and they overlook it or neglect to take legal action to punish
him, winking at his sin, and do not kill him [as My law requires], 5 Then I will set My face
against that man and against his family and will cut him off from among their people,
him and all who follow him to [unfaithfulness to Me, and thus] play the harlot after
Molech.”
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2 Kings 23:10 “10 And Josiah defiled Topheth, which is in the Valley of Ben-hinnom
[son of Hinnom], that no man might ever burn there his son or his daughter as an
offering to Molech.”
Jeremiah 32:35 “35 And they built the high places [for worship] of Baal in the Valley of
Ben-hinnom [son of Hinnom] to cause their sons and their daughters to pass
through the fire [in worship also of and] to Molech—which I did not command them,
nor did it come into My mind or heart that they should do this abomination, to cause
Judah to sin.”

This Dark Lord was also the Celtic Druid Lord of Death and evil spirits called
Samhain. His holiday was the “Vigil of Samhain”, in which the god became the
ghostly skeleton the Grim Reaper. We still celebrate him today through the
pagan festivities of the satanic night Halloween!

To this day, the “elite” politicians of America, who formulate governmental policy,
meet in the Bohemian Grove to re-enact a bizarre Druid ceremony called the
“Cremation of Care”.
This is a so called “mock” human sacrifice, where the victim is burned to death,
to honor the “great owl”, or Moloch, who is in fact Saturn.
These are the elite who belong to the Skull and Bones Club, their logo sporting
the image of a skeleton’s head! This is also called the Order of Death!
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Anakin has special psychic powers of clairvoyance. He along with Darth
Sidious, Darth Maul, Darth Tyrannus, Darth Bane, the Dark Jedi, and the Sith
represent the dark side.
Their philosophy is innately tied to negative emotions, the power of their Force
comes from hate, anger, fear, aggression, vengeance, and malice in all living
things, to fuel one’s own will, power, and selfishness, and cause havoc.
The name Anakin is believed to have come from the Biblical Anakim, who are a
branch of the Nephilim, and part of the fallen angels referred to in the Bible.
Certainly the spelling it is too close to be coincidental!

It is through mediation and concentration on his inner self that Luke Skywalker
exercises his powers to levitate himself and various objects – telekinesis.
These are all part of Eastern mysticism that teaches these exercises lead to
godhead.
In this “god state” you can be controlled for good as well as for evil – the
difference between so called good – white magic and bad, black magic.
This distinction is so deceptive in our modern worldview where we have become
so conditioned to view some forms of witchcraft as ‘”good” or “healing”.
However the occult is the occult. The very word means, “that which is hidden”.
And all magic and witchcraft, whether considered black, white, or any other
color ... is in fact all one and the same. It is satanic.
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It is interesting that the name of the end time battle in the Star Wars Expanded
Universe is called the “Battle of Endor”. This is the very place named in the
Bible where the witch of Endor lived, that Saul consulted to raise the ghost of
Samuel3.
It was on the forest moon at Endor, that Luke Skywalker buried his father, the
Dark Lord Anakin’s body.
Adolf Hitler became the most recent human epitome of Darth Vader [the Dark
Lord], who in Star Wars wears what is referred to as the evil “death mask”, and
whose famous theme tune is played everywhere in secular venues, to herald
sportsmen into their sporting arenas, is actually entitled, “The Imperial Death
March” and has subsequently become synonymous with tyranny.
Children and adults are held in captive fascination [another word for
mesmerism], wear Darth Vader’s image on their T-shirts, pajamas, his image
and mask of death gracing their bedroom walls along with all the hybrid demons
and aliens of the Star Wars pantheon. We then wonder why children have
nightmares and our teenagers become rebellious and turn to drugs!
This is the same fascination [animal magnetism] that caused the entire nation of
Germany to follow Hitler, a man deeply influenced by the “dark side”, who had
the same delusion of being the “savior-god” of his nation.
In 1942, the Daily Telegraph reported a statement by Martin Borman, head of
the Nazi party:
“If we National Socialists [Nazis] speak about ‘faith in God’ we do
not mean the same god as the naïve Christians. The natural
force, which maintains these innumerable planets in the universe,
we call the ‘almighty’ or ‘god’.”
This is the same “Force” that Star Wars conveys in it’s message, the same
definition of the Force given by Obi Wan Kenobi, the Jedi master.
To the Nazis, like the New Agers, the “Almighty Force” replaces the Almighty
God Yahweh, the God of the Bible.
The Force in Star Wars is identical to that of the Nazis. If this is the “harmless”
fantasy described by so many Christians when referring to Star Wars, and the
Force is really so “safe” … why does the same debauchery and reprobate
minds, permeate the very industry that produces it?

3

See 1 Samuel 28:3-25
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Colossians 2:7 “8 See to it that no one carries you off as spoil or makes you
yourselves captive by his so-called philosophy and intellectualism and vain deceit (idle
fancies and plain nonsense), following human tradition (men’s ideas of the material
rather than the spiritual world), just crude notions following the rudimentary and
elemental teachings of the universe and disregarding [the teachings of] Christ (the
Messiah).”

Paul says in Romans …
Romans 1:28 “28 And so, since they did not see fit to acknowledge God or approve of
Him or consider Him worth the knowing, God gave them over to a base and
condemned mind to do things not proper or decent but loathsome, 29 Until they were
filled (permeated and saturated) with every kind of unrighteousness, iniquity, grasping
and covetous greed, and malice. [They were] full of envy and jealousy, murder, strife,
deceit and treachery, ill will and cruel ways. [They were] secret backbiters and
gossipers, 30 Slanderers, hateful to and hating God, full of insolence, arrogance, [and]
boasting; inventors of new forms of evil, disobedient and undutiful to parents. 31 [They
were] without understanding, conscienceless and faithless, heartless and loveless [and]
merciless. 32 Though they are fully aware of God’s righteous decree that those who do
such things deserve to die, they not only do them themselves but approve and applaud
others who practice them.”

Dr. Robery Ley, head of the Nazi labor front, left a message for future Germany
and the world just before committing suicide in his prison cell:
“We have forsaken God, and therefore were forsaken by God. We
put our human volition in place of His Godly Grace.”

The very same debauchery that characterized the Nazi life style – avarice,
murder, homosexuality, the reprobate mind, and so forth – is still so prevalent in
our society today, especially the movie industry. Our entertainment culture so
closely resembles the warning of Paul in Romans 1:28.
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Star Wars tries to give subliminal messages of spiritual answers, but points it’s
audience to the wrong spirit, the dark side, to the false supernatural of magic,
signs and wonders, witchcraft and the antichrist. Its “theology” is diametrically
opposed to Biblical faith.
The Force in one way or another has already permeated the minds of many
through the media, philosophies of man, and so forth.

Mattel – the giant toy company – are in the process of releasing the new range
of Star Wars mind control toys that uses the “The Force Trainer” where
children are taught to train themselves using brainwaves and concentration to
levitate a ball. This is teaching our children to use blatant witchcraft!
The video game called “The Force Unleashed”, which uses “Force voices” and
“Force spirits”, is training children and adults alike to interact with and
communicate with evil spirits … in the name of “harmless fun”!
The Word of God is and always will be the only Truth, there is no other truth.
The devil still is, and always, will be the father of lies.
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Yahweh, the God of the Bible, the God of Israel is the Only True and Living God,
the True Messiah Y’shua [Jesus] of Nazareth is still the Only Way to the Father
and the True Holy Spirit and the Blood of Y’shua [Y’shua] are the only Source of
God’s Power in us who are born again.
It is God’s Spirit in us, working through us, and not through the power of any
“force” or “power” of our own, that we can do more than we ever thought or
dreamed of.
In a recent appearance on Capitol Hill to testify at the Senate House Committee
on energy and commerce, telecommunications, and the internet subcommittee
on universal service, George Lucas compared Barak Obama as a Jedi knight
and referred to Dick Cheney’s nickname as Darth Vader.

Barak Obama was later seen in news photographs, branding a blue lightsaber
on the White House lawn, the same lightsabers used by the Jedi to fight off
blaster attacks in the Star Wars movies.
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Behind the Star Wars movies is a political agenda. The real Star Wars is the
SDI [Strategic Defense Initiative], nicknamed Star Wars, which was conceived
inside the Bohemian grove by the “elite”, and was a program propagated by
Ronald Reagan on March 23, 1983, to use ground and space based systems to
protect the United States from attack by strategic nuclear missiles.
Under Bill Clinton the name changed to the Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization, or BMDO. In 2002, the name changed again to the Missile
Defense Agency. President George Bush said, “We do not know where this
journey will end, yet we know this; human beings are headed in to the cosmos.”
The estimated cost is $400 billion to $ 1 trillion! We may be witnessing the reemergence of space as a political weapon, behind which is the sinister agenda
of the militarization of the space program, to realize Ronald Reagan’s “Star
Wars” dream.
According to Donald Rumsfeld, the then U.S. Defense Secretary, who
concluded that the military control of space was the only way for America to
avoid a “space” Pearl Harbor.
Behind this agenda – the true agenda – is to not only colonize, but to control
space and its wealth in a real war for the stars.
There are troubling messages
throughout Star Wars about
the nature of the future, the
nature of society and political,
social, and metaphysical
views.
I n S t a r Tr e k : T h e N e x t
Generation [a spawn of Star
Wars], in the episode called
“The Neutral Zone”, a
businessman called Picard is
revived from suspended
animation only to find all his
stocks, bonds, letters of
credit – capitalism as we
know it – have all
disappeared.
The only ones left who have
an interest in buying and
selling are the Ferengi,
champions of profit, but who
are essentially thieves who
only accept payment in
precious commodities.
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They perceive no difference between honest business, piracy, and swindling.
Their very name comes from the Hindi word for “European” and from the
Persian “Farang”.
At the same time there is no acknowledgement of religious life, although exotic
extra-terrestrials like the Kligons and Bajorans have quaint religious beliefs and
practices … but there is absolutely nothing left of historic religions, only vague
ritual and practices.
There are no Jews, no Christians, no Muslims, no Hindus … for we are “all
one”. This is the mantra of the one world religion and New Age gurus alike. It is
a world which the Nazi’s called “Juden frei”, a condition that Carl Marx himself
anticipated with the death of capitalism.
Leonard Nimroy even used the hand sign of the Hebrew letter shin to signify the
Star Trek benediction, “Long live and prosper”.

This absence of religion is made clear in Star Trek: The Next Generation, in an
episode called “Who Watches The Watchers”. In the episode a group of people
related to the Vulcans, trapped in pre-industrial development, are so
intellectually advanced they long ceased to believe in anything so absurd as
God.
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Their leader – a Captain Picard – claims himself to be the god of ancient beliefs.
They call this the path of atheistic wisdom, but it is nothing more than satanic
folly.
Such stories are blatantly hostile to theistic religion, it is blatant New Age antichrist theology.
Star Trek is a universe without religious truth, not just a military life, but
militarism, where money doesn’t exist.
In the 21st century there has been a conspicuous political ideology that
combines militarism, the subordination of private economic activity to collective
socialism and the disparagement of traditional religious teachings, scruples and
the moral values taught in the Word of God the Bible.

Fascist evolution develops insidiously.
From the subordinate Fascism of
Mussolini, the Italian dictator, and Franco who made peace with their church.
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Franco drew some limits about some things, but the Nihilistic Fascism of Hitler
and Stalin who recoiled from no crime and recognized no demands of
conscience of God, above the gods of the Fuhrer and the Volk.
The Fascist theology that permeates Star Wars and Star Trek, illustrates the
slippery slope downwards into the dark side full of corruption. This is a
consequence of the turning away from the True God of the Bible Yahweh to the
socialistic ideal of the idea of progress … away from individualism, to the rule of
law, from the freedom of owning private property and business and voluntary
exchange.
In short, the characteristics of a capitalistic free market system into collective,
politicized and ultimately totalitarian directions as envisioned by the ideology of
the one world order agenda.
To compound the hidden agenda behind the motives of George Lucas and his
Star Wars, Suzy Rice who designed the original Star Wars Logo said:

“I designed the logo for the film, Star Wars with a minimalist
directive from George Lucas; he wanted ‘something very fascist’
as to the film’s logo … my work was for the main title upon which
rested the titling of later episodes from the first released in 1977.”
“I had been reading a book about German type design the night
before my meeting with Lucas, a book that provided historical
information about type-faces used today and how they
developed.”
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“So when George described what he wanted I reckoned the one
which was most fascist was the Helvetica Black, designed by Max
Miedinger for the Haas Type Foundry in Switzerland [Switzerland
was once called Helvetia].”
“However, there was an earlier type-face designed and put into
use by Joseph Goebbels for the German Socialist Party, to which
Hitler was a member, and this was what was redesigned by
Miedinger and renamed as Hevetica.”
So the very type-face used for Star Wars logo was the fascist font originally
designed by Joseph Goebbels!
This same socialist agenda permeates the philosophy of J. K. Rowling who
wrote Harry Potter, another series of movies we seem to think of as being “just
fun”. Its popularity has made her books the biggest best sellers of all time.

She became interested in politics when her aunt gave her a copy of Jessica
Mitford’s book Rebels And Daughters when she was fourteen years old. She
claims that Jessica Mitford was the writer to have had the most effect on her
career.
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Jessica Mitford was a passionate socialist from an aristocratic English family. In
fact, she was a card carrying communist, and was even called up to testify at
the Senator McCarthy hearings. She was connected to the left. Her sister,
Unity, went to Germany and became a close friend of Adolf Hitler. Jessica on
the other hand went to Spain and supported the democratic Spanish republic.
Yet J. K. Rowling states:
“ … she instantly became my heroine … she remained true to her
politics, she was a self-taught socialist throughout her life. I think
that I’ve read everything that she wrote.
I even called my
daughter after her.”
J. K. Rowling admits she is “left wing”, believes in a welfare state, and equal
rights for all. The Communist paper “The People’s Weekly World” picked up on
J. K. Rowling’s socialist leanings and commented on it.

Barak Obama has said he is one of her greatest fans. He took his daughters to
meet her, and his wife sat beside her at a G20 dinner. The socialist agendas of
Obama’s government are becoming very obvious.
The socialist political theory advocates government ownership of industry,
business, banking, insurance, and mortgage industries.
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This ownership and “control” is called fascism. Free market capitalism is the
antithesis of big government and “big brother” ownership. It is an economic
system based on private property and business ownership as a means of
production.
The secular socialists believe in the “utopian man” as the masters of the
universe. Utopian man is the perfected man or the godman and godwoman.
Educated from childhood to believe in the evolution of man from savage beast
to enlightened being, socialists believe in the social engineering of the
humanistic god man.
Its roots lie in the French, German, and Russian revolutions. The “intellectuals”
like Nicholas Bonneville [1700-1823] believed that they would be “legislators of
the universe”, and “protectors of the people”. According to Bonneville, “man is
god” and will one day “become angelic”. This is the same lie that was used to
deceive Eve in the Garden.
Genesis 3:5 “5 For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened,
and you will be like God, knowing the difference between good and evil and blessing
and calamity.”

The socialist looks to the state or the government rather than to God as its
source for education, food, labor, and leadership.
Phillipe Buonarroti
[1761-1837] stated:
“Let the republic be the sole proprietor, like a mother, it will afford
each of it’s members equal education, food, and labor.”
Buonarroti was a “perfected utopian man”, a “perfect man”’ a Freemason, a
social revolutionary, and active supporter of the French revolution, believing that
the state should take a paternal role in the affairs of man, breaking down all
“marks of private property”.
Socialists believe private property is the root of all evil, competition is evil, free
speech, free thought, and freedom of religion are dangerous, hence these areas
need to be controlled.
Right now in America “code enforcement” allows inspectors to monitor the
actions of a home. They even dictate to the owner the color that you paint your
house, to how you mow your lawn … and those who do not comply, huge fines
are imposed.
It is government involvement in every aspect of life. It is a tyrannical system of
control, regulation, and taxes that hides behind the genial cloak of
humanitarianism.
The “elite” are benefitted and the “masses” are kept in subjection to their will
and deceptions, depleting them financially by imposing tax upon tax and finally
destroying the very will to resist.
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This was never the intention of the God of the Bible. When He designed the
Garden it was a place of freedom, abundance, and lack of toil … a place where
everything was provided. So in a sense, socialism is the exact counterfeit of
what Yahweh intended. It is the satanic copy.
To promote the state, as in socialism, and through the hidden agenda’s behind
Star Wars, Star Trek, and J. K. Rowling’s work – to name but a few – is the
conditioning our minds to accept the unacceptable, to accept evil as good and
good as evil.
To accept this is a direct violation of God’s Laws and His Scripture which says:
Philippians 4:19 “19 And my God will liberally supply (fill to the full) your every need
according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus.”
Exodus 20:2-3 “2 I am the Lord your God, Who has brought you out of the land of
Egypt, out of the house of bondage. 3 You shall have no other gods before or besides
Me.”

To look to Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah for direction, Truth, and Life is the
direct violation of socialist ideology of the utopian man.
As Christians we choose to remain blissfully asleep, we take our children in all
innocence to see these movies, give them the toys to play with, buy their books,
spend our hard earned cash to help Satan and his evil agents in his deceptions
… and then wonder why we are so powerless to fight against them, and why our
children are in such a mess!
Deception is the stock and trade of satan and his demons. They have over a
period of time lulled this world to sleep, thus setting it up for the ultimate
demonic deception … the Anti-Christ.
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When we submit our children and our minds to the supernatural powers of
witchcraft and believe that it is “all fun and fantasy”, we join with satan and the
anti-christ forces of those who oppose Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah and become
not only “confused”, but very lost.
We sink into the black hole of depression and give up the fight and become
easy prey for every demonic assignment.
The “mystery” that George Lucas refers to time and time again, referred to in his
agenda behind Star Wars is stated very clearly in the Book of Revelation.
Revelation 17:5 “5 And on her forehead there was inscribed a name of mystery [with a
secret symbolic meaning]: Babylon the great, the mother of prostitutes (idolatresses)
and of the filth and atrocities and abominations of the earth.”

This is the religion of Nimrod and Semiramis, the root of the false belief system
that spread out from Babylon and into the whole world. As men spread out over
the face of the earth they used this mystery system.
It is not new … it is ancient. Its form of mysticism was the vehicle which
transported it. Its aim is to turn the individual from the Only One True and Living
God, and from His Son Y’shua HaMaschiah [Jesus Messiah], our Savior,
through deception and mind control, to set up a “religious” system for the AntiChrist, and for satan’s end time purposes.
Nimrod was given the name Saturn in the Babylonian Mysteries. The rites and
ceremonies of the Babylonian Mysteries included the worship of the Babylonian
sacred Hebdomad – worship of the seven planets: the moon, the sun, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
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The worship of the seven planets literally devoured Israel until God gave them
up to worship the Hosts of Heaven. Israel’s idolatrous worship ceremonies
were conducted in the pagan tabernacle of Saturn.
Saturn was the planet furthest away and thus less exposed to the sun’s divine
and thus became associated with coldness and evil. Saturn was dubbed “Lord
of the Rings”4.
This false god was depicted as an old man holding a sickle or scythe, a
representation of death. With this sickle he mutilated his own sire – repeat of
the rituals of Darth Vader.
He is the grim reaper, the skeleton dressed in a dark hood – the dark lord, the
one who reaps human beings at their death and at anytime in their lives.
His name is Pan, Attis, Marduk, Kronos, Osiris, Baal, Tamuz, Horus, Jupiter, Sol
the Sun God, the Jewich Shabbatai … the list is endless! And now, we can add
Darth Vader!

He is lord of the underworld, ruler of the House of Capricorn, patron of the dead,
Lord of the Necropolis [a large cemetery]!

4 An

interesting note regarding the Tolkien trilogy of the same name.
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As Pan, this god was the controlling spirit of the underworld, lewd fertility rites,
and sexual occultism associated with the mystery religion so often mentioned by
George Lucas.
He is “The Satan”, the tempter and tester of man. His function is to chastise
and tame the unruly passions in primitive man and “perfect” him.
His name Baal may come from the root “b’alal” meaning confusion, said to
describe the Tower of Babel, in the city of Babel [later Babylon].
His symbol is a black cube, the same image bowed down to by millions of
Muslims at the Kaaba.
His black cube stands in Manhattan, in Australia, and Sanat Ana. The ancient
Hebrews represented Saturn with a six-pointed star, which later became the
Star of David.
The Fraternitas Saturni, the Brotherhood of Saturn, an occult organization
based in Germany, was the most unabashed Luciferian organization in the
Western occult revival.
The “Saturn” hat now being worn by Pope Benedict XVI, was named after the
planet Saturn because of its big ring like brim.
They all form the symbols of vanity, rebellion, and independence from any type
of authority from the God of the Bible. Those who began this system passed
their torch of authority to every succeeding generation that has existed since.
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This torch is now being held aloft in the hand of the Statue of Liberty. Hidden
under a cloak of assumed names, ideals, imagery, and disguises … all the
different facets of the Babylonian false religion now hidden [occulted]
collectively under one blanket: Mystery Babylon.
If understanding our past is the key to diagnosing what is going on in the world
today, and determining who is behind this movement, we can understand that a
one-world government is very rapidly being formed.
This is the picture of the Anti-Christ – the counterfeit of the True Y’shua Messiah
[Jesus Messiah] – who come with the sickle.
Revelation 14:14-19 “14 Again I looked, and behold, [I saw] a white cloud, and sitting
on the cloud One resembling a Son of Man, with a crown of gold on His head and a
sharp scythe (sickle) in His hand. [Dan. 7:13.] 15 And another angel came out of the
temple sanctuary, calling with a mighty voice to Him Who was sitting upon the cloud,
Put in Your scythe and reap, for the hour has arrived to gather the harvest, for the
earth’s crop is fully ripened. [Joel 3:13.] 16 So He Who was sitting upon the cloud
swung His scythe (sickle) on the earth, and the earth’s crop was harvested. 17 Then
another angel came out of the temple [sanctuary] in heaven, and he also carried a
sharp scythe (sickle). 18 And another angel came forth from the altar, [the angel] who
has authority and power over fire, and he called with a loud cry to him who had the
sharp scythe (sickle), Put forth your scythe and reap the fruitage of the vine of the
earth, for its grapes are entirely ripe. 19 So the angel swung his scythe on the earth and
stripped the grapes and gathered the vintage from the vines of the earth and cast it into
the huge winepress of God’s indignation and wrath.”
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The Hebrews understand “Saturn” by the name “Shabbatai”, the Messianic
planet. It pictures Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah, our True Sabbath Rest5 . The
coming Sabbath rest is the Millennial Sabbath of a thousand years 6.
Matthew 24:37-39 “37 As were the days of Noah, so will be the coming of the Son of
Man. 38 For just as in those days before the flood they were eating and drinking, [men]
marrying and [women] being given in marriage, until the [very] day when Noah went
into the ark, 39 And they did not know or understand until the flood came and swept
them all away—so will be the coming of the Son of Man. [Gen. 6:5-8; 7:6-24.]”

Jediism ...
If you needed more proof of the fact that Star Wars is not just entertainment ...
there is now a new religious movement based on the philosophical and spiritual
ideas of the Jedi as depicted in the Star Wars media. This new non-theistic
movement is called “Jediism”. Those belonging to this movement assert the
existence of the Force, and advocate adherence to the Jedi Code. What is
disturbing is that according to recent censuses, this movement is gaining
popularity ... over 500,000 people declare that their religion is Jedi. There are
even now a few Jedi churches and temples around the world! The Church of
Jediism symbol can be seen below:

Most of us are exposed to the occult everyday through TV, movies, videos,
media, advertisements, computer games, role playing games, and so forth.
5

See Matthew 11:28-29

6

See Hebrews 4:4-9 and Revelation 20:4-6
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This exposure is deliberately hidden under the guise of music, entertainment,
sex, magazines, books, and even in decor.
The phrase “hidden in plain sight” is one used by occultists to hide something
right in front of a person that it either becomes so familiar they do not see it any
more or else it’s true meaning is hidden behind a symbol, logo, or image.
The occult is carefully crafted into our education systems and teaching
programs. Witchcraft has become so socially acceptable that it is even offered
as courses in night schools and colleges.
Jeremiah 10:2 “2 Thus says the Lord: Learn not the way of the [heathen] nations and
be not dismayed at the signs of the heavens, though they are dismayed at them,”
Deuteronomy 12:30 “30 Be watchful that you are not ensnared into following them
after they have been destroyed before you and that you do not inquire after their gods,
saying, How did these nations serve their gods? We will do likewise.”

We need to ask the Lord to help us to learn to discern the difference, and not be
deceived. We must be children of the Light … to be awake and not asleep,
especially in these times!
Our lives should not be governed by the dictates of Hollywood, the media, or
our culture … but the Truth of the Word of God, the True Creator of the Universe
and all that is within it!

Shalom!
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